E-LEARNING ALLOWS ANYONE TO ACCESS TRAINING FROM ANY LOCATION, AT
ANY TIME, WHEN IT IS CONVENIENT. SAVE LOSS OF TIME AND PRODUCTIVITY BY
COMPLETING YOUR CROSS CULTURAL TRAINING ONLINE.

A training course developed by Cross Cultural Consultants (CCC) intended for individuals,
companies and teams working either long-term or short-term in an Indigenous setting
across the Northern Territory. Totally interactive with quizzes and case studies,this
eLearn is self-paced and can be completed in one hour.
This course assists people to better understand effectively work, and efficiently
communicate with people of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander backgrounds, in a
number of contexts and settings. This includes Indigenous Australia.
The following learning outcomes will be addressed:

UNDERSTAND
Why Cross Cultural Training is important to working effectively across cultures.

DISTINGUISH
Between 'surface culture' and 'deep culture'.

RECOGNISE
Some of the invisible rules that exist within cultures.

UNDERSTAND
Differences between Individualist and Collectivist cultures.
Not intended to replace face to face delivery or participatory learning through hands on
workshops, the eLearn is to fill the current gap across inductive processes and deliver a
consistent message of the importance of being culturally aware and competent.
It is intended that people who are working more intensively in Indigenous service delivery
or policy development impacting on Indigenous service delivery attend the extended
suits of facilitated workshops offered by Cross Cultural Consultants.

BELOW ARE EXAMPLES OF HOW OUR E-LEARN COURSE LOOKS
COURSE CONTENT

LEARNING CHECKS

ACTIVITY

HOSTING OPTIONS
INDIVIDUALS OR SMALL GROUPS

This course is hosted on a CCC white labelled secure website with e-merchant
secure payment facilities for purchases of individual user logins, including bulk
purchases that can be assigned to users at a later date.
CUSTOM LICENSING

Alternatively, Individual white labelled websites are available to clients who wish
to have full control and their own corporate branding. The course is licenced to
the client at a per user value or for a specific period of time.
Users are designated to groups with a Manager from the Organisation or
Department assigned to the group.
At any time, the Manager of a group can login and view reports detailing which
users have signed in and which haven't, the status of their course completion and
any course feedback results.
Individual certificates of completion are automatically generated and emailed as
each user completes the eLearn.
FLEXIBLE ADDITIONS

Our e-Learn can also be integrated into your own LMS. We can provide flexibility
to include your specific organisation's needs including, RAP initiatives,
Acknowledgement of Country, CEO message, Videos or additional modules.

FEES
The current cost per user is $99 including GST or $88 including GST for bulk
purchases of more than 100 users and $66 including GST for bulk purchases
over 500 users.
For custom licensing options and to learn how CCC can support the
implementation of Cross Cultural eLearning into your Business, please contact us.

CONTACT US
WITH YOUR
QUESTIONS

08 89122510
admin@cccnt.com.au
cccnt.com.au

